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The Economy at a Glance

The global economic environment has weakened in recent months largely on the back of 
the crisis in the developed world. The excesses of the developed world have led to a 
mountain of debt for government and consumers and widening budget de�cits. This 
situation in the developed world is expected to prevail for some time, normalizing only 
through painful austerity measures being implemented which are likely to result in 
increased taxes and a cut back in spending. Therefore economic growth in the developed 
world is expected to be under pressure over the next few years.    

The developing world, on the other hand, is growing at a much faster rate than the 
developed world and over the past few years, has become the main contributor to global 
growth. Given this changing world dynamics, these developing economies are expected to 
provide a more balanced and sustainable growth path for the world in the future.

Financial markets globally have come under pressure on the back of the global economic 
concerns highlighted above. However, astute investors are grappling this opportunity now 
more than ever to create substantial real wealth over the long term as history has taught us 
that such market downturns provide the best prospects for long term investments. As 
Warren Bu�ett, a legendary investor and philanthropist said, “The investor of today does not 
pro�t from yesterday's growth”. This is not a novel notion as intelligent investors focus on the 
long term growth of their investments by investing in great companies that are market 
leaders in their areas of business and will emerge stronger when the economy recovers. 
These investments will reward long term, patient investors with substantial real wealth 
creation.

Despite its various challenges, the global economy is expected to grow positively, albeit at a 
slower rate. As the developed world continues to battle with the di�culties facing its 
economies, developing economies in the current year remain the engine of global economic 
growth and should continue to do so over the next decade. South Africa, relative to its global 
peers, is in a better position. A well diversi�ed economy with low government debt levels 
and a world class �nancial infrastructure, South Africa continues to attract foreign 
investments leading to greater growth prospects. While there have been delays in 
government related infrastructure programs, some momentum has been seen to come 
through recently. Public enterprises such as Eskom and Transnet have been active in capital 
programs, providing employment creation and supporting economic growth, which is 
expected to continue. 

South Africa, being a part of the global economy has been impacted by the global 
slowdown due to declining demand from our trading partners in the developed world. The 
manufacturing sector in particular which has been a major contributor to the South African 
economy over the past 30 years, has faced signi�cant pressure in the last few years on the 
back of slowing export demand from the developed world and the reduced competitiveness 
of our products due to the strong Rand. This has also led to increased imports into the 
country that have adversely a�ected volumes and pro�tability for various locally produced 
goods. On the costs side, signi�cant increases in electricity and wages have resulted in the 
sector being forced to lay o� workers in order to remain competitive. 

The recent weakening of the Rand however could provide the manufacturing sector with 
the much needed support to improve competitiveness in the export markets and increase 

output. As imports become less attractive, demand for the locally produced goods is 
expected to rise thereby creating employment opportunities in the sector. The weakening 
of the Rand may also further promote tourism in South Africa as our leisure industry 
becomes more competitive. The government’s strong position and allocation of a 
substantial budget towards areas such as housing, rail, port and road infrastructure and 
power stations should also provide some support to economic growth over the next few 
years.

Volatility in �nancial markets globally in the recent weeks has created fear and panic 
amongst investors. How secure is my future income stream? This is a question we should all 
ask ourselves in the current market environment where investors are pulling money out of 
high quality equities and moving into income related products. It has been noted that 
dividend payouts from investments in equities tend to �uctuate less than the short term 
income related payouts and hence provide a relatively more consistent source of cash �ows 
over time. 
  

As shown in the graphs above, those investors that rely on cash�ows from short term 
income related products have seen a decline in payouts due to rate cuts in tough market 
environments. Whereas, dividend income has remained more or less on an upward trend, 
stable even during di�cult economic situations. 

Loss of value due to in�ation and stability of returns should remain a core concern over the 
long term. Investors therefore should strive towards building a portfolio of well diversi�ed 
investments across various asset classes, geographies and currencies to ensure a more 
sustainable stream of cash �ows. Balanced funds not only diversify your investments, but 
also provide the necessary in�ation hedge whilst matching each individual’s risk pro�le. 
Oasis o�ers its clients a complete range of transparent, highly regulated, Shari’ah compliant 
balanced funds with options of low, medium or high equity exposures based on their 
investment objectives. Balanced funds have shown the ability to generate sustainable 
income over the long run providing investors a relatively more stable stream of income 
even in tough economic situations.

On the 5th of September, 2011 the management of Oasis met with the Lord Mayor of 
London to elaborate on Oasis’ move to the UK. Lord Mayor, Michael Bear, welcomed this 
move by Oasis acknowledging its bene�t to both South Africa and London. All our global 
funds have been registered for sale in the UK since December 2010 and we are in the 
process of setting up a physical o�ce there. With a strong track record of 14 years, the Oasis 
group is well placed to enter the UK �nancial market and address the needs and objectives 
of investors based in the region as well as South Africans who wish to invest o�shore.

We are proud to announce that during September, the Oasis Crescent Fund Trust donated 
two Mercedes Vito hearses to the Saaberie Chishty Society and the Central Islamic Trust, 
both based in Johannesburg. The Trust identi�ed that in a number of communities, there is 
a shortage of funds or services for su�cient burial services. The supply of these hearses will 
relieve the community of the need to rely on high-cost privately owned burial vehicles. To 
date the charitable trust has deployed a total of 8 hearses with a further 2 being allocated 
to the KwaZulu Natal region over the next few months. 
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